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On the first day of looting, my pirate stole for me... a parrot in a coconut tree!
On the second day of looting, my pirate stole for me... 2 rusty daggers... and a parrot in a coconut tree!

On the third day of looting, my pirate stole for me... 3 tattered sails... 2 rusty daggers... and a parrot in a coconut tree!

On the fourth day of looting, my pirate stole for me... 4 ripped eyepatches... 3 tattered sails... 2 rusty daggers... and a parrot in a coconut tree!

On the fifth day of looting, my pirate stole for me... 5 wooden legs... 4 ripped eyepatches... 3 tattered sails... 2 rusty daggers... and a parrot in a coconut tree!
On the sixth day of looting, my pirate stole for me... 6 cannons smoking... 5 wooden legs... 4 ripped eye patches... 3 tattered sails... 2 rusty daggers ...and a parrot in a coconut tree!

On the seventh day of looting, my pirate stole for me... 7 ships a sinking... 6 cannons smoking... 5 wooden legs... ripped eye patches... 3 tattered sails... 2 rusty daggers... and a parrot in a coconut tree!

On the eighth day of looting, my pirate stole for me... 8 rats a racing... 7 ships a sinking... 6 cannons smoking... 5 wooden legs... 4 ripped eye patches... 3 tattered sails... 2 rusty daggers... ...and a parrot in a coconut tree!

On the ninth day of looting, my pirate stole for me... 9 cats a chasing... 8 rats a racing... 7 ships a sinking... 6 cannons smoking... 5 wooden legs... 4 ripped eye patches... 3 tattered sails... 2 rusty daggers... and a parrot in a coconut tree!
On the tenth day of looting, my pirate stole for me... 10 sailors singing... 9 cats a chasing... 8 rats a racing... 7 ships a sinking... 6 cannons smoking... 5 wooden legs... 4 ripped eye patches... 3 tattered sails... 2 rusty daggers and a parrot in a coconut tree!

On the eleventh day of looting, my pirate stole for me... 11 flags a flapping... 10 sailors singing... 9 cats a chasing... 8 rats a racing... 7 ships a sinking... 6 cannons smoking... 5 wooden legs... 4 ripped eye patches.. 3 tattered sails... 2 rusty daggers and a parrot in a coconut tree!
On the twelfth day of looting, my pirate stole for me... 12 empty chests... 11 flags a flapping... 10 sailors singing... 9 cats a chasing... 8 rats a racing... 7 ships a sinking... 6 cannons smoking... 5 wooden legs... 4 ripped eye patches... 3 tattered sails... 2 rusty daggers and a parrot in a coconut tree!